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Testing truth

Children’s session

John 20.19-31 Easter 2

Gather

The story of ‘doubting Thomas’ is often seen as a negative one –
the disciple who wouldn’t believe without seeing the risen Jesus
– and yet he is someone who just wanted to see the evidence for
himself. It would have been easy for Thomas to go along with
his friends who had already seen Jesus, but Thomas wanted to
experience it for himself in order to believe. The meeting with
Jesus provides him with the chance to test the truth for himself.

This week we explore how we come to believe.
Prepare your children’s session
Read Bible notes on

.

What helps you believe in something? Is it seeing for yourself?
Knowing the source? Personal experience? Or even physically
touching/seeing?
Children may have their own ways of testing truth and
understanding how we prove things, e.g. through science
experiments. It may also be helpful for them to know that one of
Jesus’ closest friends struggled to believe without something to
see and touch.
Provide the following play materials for very young children
throughout the session: a selection of lift and reveal puzzles.
Go to www.rootsontheweb.com for all links, templates and images.
Extra ideas can be found on p.28.
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Use the song, prayer and activity to gather the group and introduce
the theme. (5 mins)
Sing to the tune: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Palm branch, celebrate – Jesus riding through the gate.
Washing the feet of friends – Jesus’ friendship knows no end.
Good Friday, mourning time – when they killed our Lord divine.
Three days then he arose – Easter Sunday ends our woes!

Jesus, sometimes we are like Thomas,
We want more evidence before we believe in you.
We are sorry when we don’t believe your Word
or those who share your good news with us.
Amen.

Play the pantomime

E

You will need: a toy.
• Ask the children to tell you if they see anything behind you by
saying, ‘It’s behind you!’
• Prime another leader to start waving the toy around behind
you at this point, but hide it when you turn round.
• Repeat until the volunteer gives you the toy. Now that you can
hold it, emphasise that you believe it was there all along.
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Jesus asked Thomas, ‘Have you only
believed because you
have seen me? God blesses all those
who believe even
though they haven’t seen me.’ This is
why the story of Jesus
was written down; so that people may
believe that he is the
Messiah, the Son of God. All who
believe in Jesus will
have life through him.		
John 20.19-31
See Share the Word.
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Spiritual styles (as defined by David Csinos) key: Word, Emotion, Symbol, Action.
Find out more
in Worship and learning support.

